NDPOA Patrol Rifle Course
August 16th & 17th
Fried Family Marksmanship Complex
13839 262 St. SE, Moffit, ND
Stage 1: I love This Bar
Competitor will start inside the Saloon behind the bar with rifle unloaded near the open
window. Competitor will start with at least two magazines; first magazine will be loaded with
thirteen rounds and subsequent magazines can be loaded to full capacity.
This stage will consist of standing, kneeling, support shoulder and prone positions
On the start command competitor will engage the left steel target with 2 rounds per position
from the left window. Competitor will then assume a prone position in the doorway and
engage the center target with 5 rounds. Competitor will then move to the right window and
engage the right steel target with 2 rounds per position.
The steel targets will be from 50 yards to 100 yards.
If shot clean this stage will require a minimum of 21 rounds.
Total points available: 210
Stage 2: Dueling Tree
Competitor will start in a standing position with rifle loaded. First magazine will be loaded with
ten rounds subsequent magazines can be loaded to capacity.
This stage will consist of standing & modified kneeling.
On the start command competitor will engage the left steel target with 5 rounds standing from
the designated shooting area. Competitor will then engage the same steel target from the
stairs with 5 rounds. Competitor will then move to the stage and engage the left duelling tree
with five rounds and the right duelling tree with five rounds.
The steel targets will be from 50 yards to 100 yards.
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If shot clean this stage will require 20 rounds total.
Total points available: 120
Stage 3: Barrel of Monkeys
Competitor will start in a standing position with rifle unloaded and on a barrel. First magazine
will contain 8 rounds, subsequent magazines can be loaded to capacity.
On the start command competitors will load their rifles and engage the left steel target with
five rounds in the position of the competitor’s choice. Next competitor will engage the targets
from the barrel positions with two rounds per target alternating between left steel target and
right steel target. After completing the barrel positions competitor will engage the right steel
target from a designated shooting area with 5 rounds in the competitor’s choice of position.
Steel targets will be from 50 yards to 100 yards.
Steel targets will be from 50 yards to 100 yards.
If shot clean this stage will require 22 rounds total.

Scoring:
A hit on the steel targets will be worth 10 points. Dueling Trees will be worth 10 points total, 2 points
per paddle.
All scoring will be calculated using hit factor (Points /Time= HF score). For example, if a competitor
shoots stage 1 cleanly and accumulates 210 points in 45 seconds (210/45= 4.66). The competitor’s hit
factor for that stage would be 4.66.
Competitors will shoot each stage twice. The hit factor score for each stage will be the average between
the competitors first run and second run. Final score will be the hit factor average of all three stages.
No steel tip or armorer piercing bullets allowed. Ammunition must be below 3200 FPS
Rules:
All competitors will adhere to the 4 fundamental firearm safety rules. If any of these rules are violated
the RO may disqualify the competitor.
Failure to engage targets from designed shooting areas, positions, or in order will result in no points
awarded.

Total Round Count: Minimum of 126 rounds will be needed. It should be noted that this round count is
if the competitor has no misses. More ammunition may be required to complete the course if
competitor wants to accrue maximum points.
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